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Stock Reconciliation Checks 
 

Settings and Configuration 
 
Stock Settings 
 

1. Is Stock Settings "Integrate stock management with the nominal ledger" ticked? 
This determines whether Stock adjustments are posted to the Nominal Ledger 
 

2. Is Stock Settings "Generate cost of sales postings for SOP" ticked? 
This determines whether Cost of Sales postings are made to the Nominal Ledger, when 
shortfalls are generated by SOP. 
 

3. What is/are the Product Group Costing Method(s) 
Each method determines the COS value in a different way and also calculates the Stock 
Valuation figures differently.  
 

4. Is the Product Group “Keep Transaction History” ticked? 
If not selected, no history of stock movements is kept for items associated to the Product 
Group.  Therefore there are no TransactionHistory records to reconcile to, or to use to 
produce a retrospective stock valuation (for these items). 

5. Stock Item Default Nominal Codes (NB. Nominal codes default from the Product 
Group but can be amended when an item is set up). 
Make sure the Stock code is correct 
 
For Non-Stock Items (i.e. Service item), make sure the Stock code is not a “Stock” nominal 
account.  
 

6. Are multiple Locations (including Bins) used? 
This will impact the calculation of unconfirmed items on Stock Valuation report for FIFO and 
Actual items, as the Last Cost Price is used from each Bin. 
 

SOP Settings 
 

7. Issues and Stock Nominal Accounts “Use same CC & Dept. as Revenue account” 
Make sure that based on this setting, all Nominal account coding combinations are created 
as Nominal Accounts. 
 
NB. This will also take into account the settings for where Revenue Account is taken from. 
This could be either Stock item or Customer Default. If Stock Item is selected the CC & Dept. 
can still come from the Customer account. 
 

8. Do you allow Nominal analysis amendment? 
This can impact on the above (5.) as if a nominal code is amended this would be the Revenue 
code the CC & Dept. settings uses if selected to “Use same as CC & Dept. as Revenue 
account”. 
 

9. “Update Stock quantities” at Despatch or Invoice is Posted 
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This will not only determine when Stock Control is updated but also when COS is posted to 
the Nominal. 
 
If Invoice Posted is selected, it is possible to specify the Invoice date is used for the Stock 
Update (history). If not selected, the Order date will be used. This can cause a timing problem 
if Invoice and Order dates are a long period apart a Stock will be updated with a different 
date to Nominal (which will have the Invoice date). 

 

POP Settings 
 

10. Stock item Nominal account. From Stock item or Supplier. If Stock item is selected, 
the CC & Dept. can still come from the Supplier. 

Make sure that based on this setting, all Nominal account coding combinations are created 
as Nominal Accounts. 
 

11. Update Stock prices. This can be when Invoice is recorded, or Goods received. 
Determines when the “Confirmed” cost price is updated. This will update the Average cost 
field. The Nominal Ledger is always updated by the Invoice 
 
NB. POP settings are only a Default and users are able to amend on order entry. 
 
If selecting Goods Received, stock gets the Confirmed price when the goods are received. This 
is not updated if the invoice is different.  
 
Any difference between Order and Invoice price is posted to a difference code in the Nominal 
Ledger. This should not be a Stock Nominal code as this would cause a reconciliation 
difference. 
 

12. If using Standard costing, have you posted Standard cost Variances? 
 

13. Have you posted POP Accruals? 
Please note that this process uses the Order price for the Accrual. If Order prices are 
manually amended, it can cause differences when reconciling to the “Unconfirmed” value, 
when using Average or FIFO costing.  
 
This process should be used (or taken into account) if Updating Stock at Goods Receive.  
NL Asset of Stock + POP Accrual = Stock Valuation ‘Confirmed’ Value 
 
It can be taken into account if Updating Stock when Invoice is recorded but differences are 
more likely.  
Stock Valuation ‘Confirmed’ Value + POP Accrual value (should!) = NLAsset of Stock. 
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Reporting 
 
Stock Valuation Report 
 
The stock valuation report calculates the value of stock using three different tables from the 
database, the MovementBalance table, BinItem table and StockItem table.  

How these tables are used depends on the costing method of the item and the 
MovementBalance records in existence at the time of the valuation. 

Calculating the “Value” figure on the stock valuation report 

The calculation is made using the Confirmed Movement Balances only (i.e. where the 
MovementBalance.MovementBalanceTypeID = 0 or 2). 

Calculating the “Value (Including Unconfirmed)” figure on the stock valuation report. 

Unconfirmed Movement Balances are created when goods are moved in via POP Goods 
received but the invoice has not yet been received. It also occurs if the POP setting for 
‘Update stock cost prices’ is set to be updated when goods are received, when an invoice 
has been posted but the goods have not yet been received.  

This calculation takes into account the Confirmed MovementBalance records as described 
above but in addition it provides an indicative cost for the remaining Unconfirmed goods. 
(Unconfirmed MovementBalance records will always have 0 in StockLevelIssued.) 

How the calculations are carried out 

For each MovementBalance record in existence for an item, the system subtracts the 
MovementBalance.StockLevelIssued from the MovementBalance.OpeningStockLevel to get 
the quantity to be used in the calculation [NB if this results in a shortfall* - i.e. 
StockLevelIssued is more than the OpeningStockLevel - the result of multiplying by the cost 
will be a negative figure].  

This is then multiplied by the appropriate cost depending on the costing method assigned to 
the stock item and whether this is a Confirmed or Unconfirmed MovementBalance record. 

The actual calculations, by costing method, are as follows: 
 
FIFO 
Confirmed movement balance: 
MovementBalance.CostPrice x quantity 
 
Unconfirmed movement balance where no invoices have been raised: 
BinItem.LastCostPrice x quantity 
 
Unconfirmed movement balance where invoices have been raised: 
StockItem.LastBuyingPrice x quantity 
 
Actual 
Confirmed movement balance: 
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MovementBalance.CostPrice x quantity 
 
Unconfirmed movement balance where no invoices have been raised: 
BinItem.LastCostPrice x quantity 
 
Unconfirmed movement balance where invoices have been raised: 
StockItem.LastBuyingPrice x quantity 
 
Standard 
Confirmed movement balance: 
StockItem.StandardCost x quantity 
 
Unconfirmed movement balance: 
StockItem.StandardCost x quantity 
 
Average 
Confirmed movement balance: 
StockItem.AverageBuyingPrice x quantity 
 
Unconfirmed movement balance: 
StockItem.AverageBuyingPrice x quantity 
 
[NB – the AverageBuyingPrice is updated each time a POP invoice is recorded, as is the LastCostPrice. 
If the AverageBuyingPrice field is 0 then the order price from the POP order is used to populate it, 
when the goods are received. This field can also be entered manually when the stock item is first set 
up.] 
 

Retrospective Stock Valuation Report 

This starts with the standard valuation and then ‘winds back’ any stock movements that 
have happened since the valuation date using the data held in the TransactionHistory 
records.  These transaction history records do not always reflect the value which was posted 
to the Asset of Stock. So the ‘wound back’ cost might be different to the actual cost of the 
items as posted to the nominal. 
 

The logic to do the ‘winding back’ does not work for items which have negative stock to 
start with, so these items are ignored by the report. Any unconfirmed stock is also ignored 
in the retrospective report.  
 
Thus the retrospective report run as at the 21st June could provide different valuation 
figures from the standard report actually run on the 21st June, even if no stock movements 
have happened in the meantime.  
 
The date on the TransactionHistory record is set by the User. They may enter some stock 
and date it June 21st but they did not actually enter this until 25th June. The standard 
valuation report run on the 21st June would not include this stock, however the 
retrospective report run on the 25th with a retrospective date ‘as at’ the 21st, would. 
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Common Errors and Considerations 
 
Common User errors 
 

Error Check 

Debit & Credit same NL account for Stock 
adjustments 

Mis-postings to non-asset of stock Nominal 
accounts. 

Analyse Stock adjustment to wrong Stock 
nominal account 

Mis-postings to non-asset of stock Nominal 
accounts. 

POP Invoice Post – Amending the value on 
the PL screen 

A report to compare PL Invoice value and 
POP Invoice value.  
NB. THERE IS NOT A STANDARD REPORT 
THAT DOES THIS. 

Analyse POP order and then Invoice to 
incorrect Nominal code for Stock Nominal 
account 

Mis-postings to non-asset of stock Nominal 
accounts. 

NL Journals to Nominal Ledger Stock 
Accounts 

Run a Nominal Transaction Listing 
Select Range of Nominal Account (the Stock 
nominal accounts) 
Select Transaction Date range required (the 
period you are reconciling) 
Select Source is Nominal 

Waiting postings exist for Stock Nominal 
accounts 

Update Current Waiting postings to the 
ledger.  
Report Deferred Waiting postings for the 
Stock Nominal Accounts (NL > Reports > 
Account Analysis > View Waiting Postings 
Report (Deferred) ) 

 

 
Common System Generated Problems / Scenarios / Considerations 
 

Stock History Issue for Items received through POP 
  

1. Update prices on invoice post 
Stock Transaction History is updated when the purchase invoice is recorded but does not get 
the URN of the nominal postings populated. 
(This is because the Purchase Ledger element of the Invoice posting, generates the Nominal details, 
including the URN) 
 

2. Update prices on goods received 
Stock Transaction History is updated when the goods are received but there are no nominal postings 

at that point therefore the URN is not populated 

(The Nominal is still updated when the Invoice is posted and the Purchase Ledger element of the 
Invoice posting, generates the Nominal details, including the URN) 
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So there is no unique/easy link between the stock history record and the nominal postings 
for that stock value.  
 
Negative stock and unconfirmed stock situations 
 

For any ‘Stock issue’ of ‘negative’ stock or unconfirmed stock entered within Stock Control 
(including to a project) BOM or Manufacturing, the original transaction history is not 
updated with any difference in cost price once the confirmed cost is known.  
 
The difference in cost value does get posted to the nominal ledger, using the same URN as 
the original cost postings but can easily be posted to a different period than the original 
posting, due to large timing difference. 
 
Stock Issues to SOP orders (which create Negative levels, or are Unconfirmed) do have a ‘catch up’ 
posting to the Nominal Ledger, to update for a change in cost value. 
 
Both SOP postings will have the Order number as the Reference, and the same URN. They can be 
distinguished by the narrative. 
 
The original posting will have the narrative: 
COS for Order 0000001234 
The catch up posting will have the narrative: 
Cost of Sales 
 

NB. The transaction history is used to calculate the retrospective stock valuation. As these 
records do not always reflect the cost price of the item as posted to the nominal, they may 
not provide the ‘correct’ retrospective value for reconciliation purposes. 
 
Amending Goods Received for FIFO Items 
 

When stock is issued Sage 200 uses the earliest Movement Balance to update the cost 
posting (First In First Out). If Received stock is amended, the amendment is posted like an 
issue and therefore it may not match the cost price used on the TransactionHistory created 
by the original receipt. 
 
Example: 

3. The following MovementBalances exist in Sage 200:   
20 @ £15 dated 01/08, and 30 @ £16 dated 03/08.  
The second record was created as a result of receiving goods on a purchase order (with 
update prices on goods received) - at a price of £16.  
 

4. The POP receipt is amended because instead of 30 received only 10 were received. This 
means 20 of the items are ‘issued’ to remove them from stock.  
 

5. The 20 are issues at the ‘Fist In’ price of £15, taken from the MovementBalance dated the 
01/08. The cost (20 x £15) £300 is posted to the nominal. 
 

6. The TransactionHistory will use the average price, which lets say was £15.50 so it will show 
the value of the return as £310 (Even if it used the order price (£16) it would say that a value 
of £320 was returned which would also be different to the Nominal posting). 
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POP Accruals for unconfirmed stock  
 

The accruals function is for the scenario where goods have been ‘received not invoiced’.  
 
The accrual process values the stock using the price on purchase order being accrued and 
therefore posts that value to the Asset of stock.  
 
For FIFO and Average costed items the stock valuation calculates the unconfirmed stock 
using the ‘last order price’.   
 
Therefore if users manually enter/amend Purchase order prices, the accruals process can 
actually create differences.    
 
Standard Cost Amended 
If an items costing method is ‘Standard cost’ and the standard cost is amended via the Stock 
Item Record this does not post any variance to Nominal ledger.  
 
This is not picked up in POP Standard Cost Variance either and so a manual journal is 
required to the Nominal Ledger. It is advised to run a Valuation of Items to be amended Pre 
and Post amendment in order to identify the variance easily. 
 
 
Manufacturing/BOM Considerations 
 
Updating the system for a Finished item built using works order 
 
Works orders have 2 stages. 

1. Complete – this is the equivalent of ‘POP goods received’  

 The Built/Finished items are added into stock as unconfirmed 
MovementBalances.  

 A TransactionHistory is created with the type ‘BOM Build’ for 0 cost.  

 No nominal postings are made. The true cost of the finished item may not be 
known at this stage due to:  

- waiting for non-stock costs to be posted (timesheets etc)  
- components issued may themselves have an unconfirmed price – i.e. 

they are  waiting for the POP Invoice to be recorded 
 

NB. The use of ‘Update prices on goods received’ on Purchase orders can mitigate this 
problem as the component stock will never be an unconfirmed price. 
  

2. Closed – this is the equivalent of ‘POP goods Invoiced’  

  The full costs of the finished item are known so the Nominal posting for the 
addition of the finished item can now be made.  The Asset of Stock for the 
finished item is increased (debit) and the WIP is decreased (credit).   

 Another Transaction History type ‘BOM Build’ is written with the same qty 
but the full cost as posted to the nominal.  

 However this does not have a URN to link it to the Asset of stock posting.  
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This creates a timing problem with the stock valuation being updated but the nominal not.  
 
Updating the system for components issued to Works orders 
 
WOP builds  
 
This includes the issue of sub-assemblies that are not made as part of this works order. 

 Goods issued to the works order  
o The Goods out TransactionHistory is created – If unconfirmed stock is issued 

the TransactionHistory uses the average price. The URN on the 
TransactionHistory links to the nominal postings.  

o The nominal postings decrease (credit) the Asset of stock for the issued 
items, and increase (debit) the WIP account (set within MFG settings) – if 
unconfirmed stock is issued these use the average price). 
 

NB. WIP is one account for all items – there is no way to split this down to the Issues for 
each item.  

 Works order is Completed  
o No further nominal postings.   
o TransactionHistory not affected for the issued stock. 

 Purchase Invoice is recorded for the unconfirmed component stock at a different 
price.  

o The adjustment for the difference in cost is posted to credit the Asset of 
stock and debit Cost of Sales – using the same URN as the original issue. 
Another set of postings with a different URN posts to credit Cost of sales and 
debit WIP.  
Result is the WIP is changed for the difference in cost and so is the asset of 
stock – but the URN on the asset of stock posting does not link it to the 
Transaction history for the issued stock.  

o TheTransactionHistory for the issued stock is not updated for the change in 
cost.  

 Works order is Closed  
o No nominal posting for the components 
o No change to the TransactionHistory 

 
WOP Reverse Issue 
 
The components are ‘put back into stock’ increasing the asset of stock, a Stock Addition 
TransactionHistory is created that does not have the URN populated.  
   
Updating the asset of stock accounts for BOM only processing  
 
Unlike Works orders, BOM is a one stage process.  
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BOM Build 
 
The Asset of stock accounts for the components are credited at the same time as the Asset 
of stock for the finished item is debited, when the build is done.  At this point the real cost 
of some components may not be known so the average cost price is used for the nominal 
postings.  
 
The Transaction History for the finished item will use the same cost information as the 
nominal posting to its Asset of stock (i.e. may include some costs that are not ‘real’). 
 
The Issued stock transaction history has the URN populated. Although this links to all the 
postings for all the issued stock, it is impossible to know which posting is for which item. 
The finished item history record does not have the URN populated. 
 
When the real costs of the components is known adjustments are posted to the Asset of 
stock for those components. The Transaction History records for the issued components are 
not updated. 
 
There is no adjustment posting for the Asset of stock for the Finished item, and its 
transaction history is not updated.  In other words, the finished item value is not updated 
anywhere, once the build has happened. 
   
BOM Reverse Build  
 
The finished item is ‘taken out of stock’ decreasing the asset of stock account. An Internal 
Issue TransactionHistory is created but the URN is blank. The components are ‘put back into 
stock’ increasing the asset of stock account.  
 
An Internal Return TransactionHistory is created which also does not have the URN 
populated. 
  
So it is not possible to link these history records to the nominal postings. 
 
Effects on stock history records 
 

1. WO - Until the WO is ‘Closed’ the Asset of Stock for the finished item is not updated 
but the Stock Valuation will include these items as ‘Unconfirmed’ stock. Similar to 
unconfirmed stock from Purchase Orders. 

2. WO - We have the usual situation when unconfirmed component stock is issued. The 
TransactionHistory for the Finished item is not updated when the real cost is known 
although this is posted to the nominal.  

3. WO - The Nominal postings for the issued stock links to the WIP posting. There is no 
way to know if this value has ‘come out’ of WIP and been posted to the asset of 
stock since.  

4. WO and BOM – the TransactionHistory for the ‘Finished item’ has no link to the 
nominal postings that debited its Asset of stock. 
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Summary 
 

It can often be difficult to provide a quick and easy answer as to why the Stock valuation 
and the Nominal do not agree. There are simply too many variables. 
 

Data relationships 
 

One of the main issues is the lack of links between the records available when assessing the 
value of stock:  

 MovementBalances have no relationship to the TransactionHistory records.  

 MovementBalances do not link to the nominal postings. So although these records 
represent the actual ‘bits of stock’ they do not link to the postings that updated the 
nominal to account for that stock.   

 MovementBalances are deleted once all their stock is issued so there is no history of 
them.  

 TransactionHistory records do not always link to the nominal postings that resulted 
from the transaction they are recording.    
 

Data on history records 
 

The stock transactions do not always hold the true cost value posted to the nominal. 
 

The URN is not always populated on the transaction history records.  
 

The timing of stock updates 
 

This depends on the type of transaction and what settings are configured in the relevant 
modules.  Sometimes the update to the Asset of stock is done separately to the update of 
stock levels causing temporary differences in the valuations. This also means that creating a 
link between the nominal postings and the TransactionHistory or MovementBalance is not 
straight forward. 
 

Postings data 
   
The data held regarding nominal postings and where they came from is sometimes 
insufficient to provide full tracking and reconciliation facilities. The URN links all the Nominal 
postings for a transaction, but does not further break this down into which posting was for 
which part of the transaction. 
 

This is particularly an issue in BOM and MFG as the one Build transaction creates postings 
for both the issue of components and the addition of the finished items. These are all 
grouped together by URN with no way to differentiate which posting is for which stock 
items. 
 
 


